
Critical Protection Responsible Management   Operational Efficiency  

FileScience Backup and Recovery is a fully 
managed Cloud-to-Cloud service that 
bulletproofs your data.

FileScience 
At A Glance 

• Complete and flexible solution 

• Data recoverable within 24 
hours, faster if necessary 

• Protection from multiple 
causes of data loss, accidental 
and malicious 

• Configure your settings for 
number of versions stored 
(min. 10), aging and backup 
frequency. 

• Store files from apps nobody 
else can.

MORE RESTORE OPTIONS 
MORE SUPPORTED PRODUCTS 
A MORE COMPREHENSIVE BACKUP

“The question isn’t who would want FileScience. The question is who wouldn’t! ” 
“I see you as my number one solution.” 

“Can you guys give me a quote by Monday? “
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Protect your invaluable assets  

Ensuring business 
continuity and data 
availability is the number 
one priority for modern 
organizations, regardless of 
scale, industry, or region.

Take charge of your data security 

Gaps in backup capability can 
lead to immediate, drastic 
consequences from 
skyrocketing downtime costs 
and customer dissatisfaction 
to bankruptcy.

Avoid unsatisfactory alternatives  

Cloud-to-cloud solutions are 
foolproof ways to avoid 
persistent threats while 
achieving stable continuity 
and data availability.

Your Peace of Mind is our  
Most Important Product

What Our Customers Are Saying

Disaster Recovery you 
can depend on.



Our promise to you: 

We have championed the 
Cloud-to-Cloud space and 
taken a strong position that all 
Cloud Apps must be in an Air 
Gapped environment in order 
to meet compliance. This 
protects against malware, 
malicious actors, and the most 
common threat by far, human 
error.

INDISPENSABLE PROTECTION WITH 
CLOUD-TO-CLOUD BACKUP 

Cloud apps are everywhere in today’s offices. 
Gone are the days when you kept your data on 
an internal hard drive. That’s not only old tech, 
given today’s cyber threat environment, it’s 
dangerous tech.  

Whether you need to protect data on a personal 
laptop, an enterprise network or a portfolio of 
growing clients, the best solution is in the cloud. 
running has outstripped data protections. Many 
apps promote redundant storage, but in reality, 
user data has been relatively defenseless. That 
is, until now. Cloud-to-cloud backup and restore 
solutions are the technological innovation that 
defends stored data from a host of threats, 
everything from human error to malware, 
ransomware, malicious insiders, even gaps in 
retention policies. Not all solutions are equal.

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes

Why FileScience?

FileScience offers ease of use, flexibility and options that allow you and your team to get more 
done and gives outside counsel and execs easier access to the files they need.  

It restores files in virtually any format you'd like, lets you schedule your backups, decide how 
long to retain them, and keeps a minimum of ten versions per file.

Your Peace Of Mind Is Our Most Important Product

Benefits to Your Business

Why should you backup G-Suite 
and Office 365 data?
Data backup is your responsibility. 
Google, Microsoft, Zoom and others do not 
take responsibility for your data. 

https://www.filescience.io 

Secure – Flexible - Comprehensive - Affordable
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